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A woman, a man and a white square – a neat, airy and precise installation, 
like three stanzas in a Zen poem. Vague/Wave, a new piece by Genevieve 
Cadieux commissioned by the Miami Art Museum, consists of three 
monumental color photographs – two full images and one blank – that take up 
the three walls of the museum’s large rectangular New Work gallery. Upon 
entering the hall, the viewer sees an oversized photograph depicting the 
upper torso and head of a beautiful woman with tousled hair. Her eyes are 
shut, the shoulder straps of her dress hang loosely, carelessly. There is 
something sexy, almost orgasmic, in her facial expression: a mixture of 
pleasure and pain, an arrested inner cry and astonishment. Her slender hands 
are placed on her chest, while her expression indicates introversion and 
attentiveness, as if she were channeling an inner voice, trying to capture 
some flickering flash of a dream. On the narrow, remote wall opposite her is a 
photograph of a bald young man. His eyes are likewise shut, and he, too, 
appears dreamy and faraway. The upper part of his body is naked, and his 
arms hang loosely at his sides. The delicate arm of the woman in the other 
photograph has penetrated into his frame, her hand placed nonchalantly over 
his mouth, possibly caressing, possibly silencing, hushing up or pacifying. On 
the wide wall, in between the two images, is a an empty white square, a print 
of light, a void.  

 
The mind of the viewer springs into action, following a lead through which a 
plot begins to unfold. No doubt something charged and erotic has happened. 
There is a relationship here. There is intimacy. Words such as compassion, 
love, passion, memory, yearning, separation, quarrel and reconciliation 
reverberate from the white square. It is clear that the female figure is stronger, 
dominant, leading the scene. The young man appears passive, silenced, 
vulnerable. The woman’s arm in his photograph is perhaps the key. It offers 
evidence of how Cadieux manipulates the narrative, like a remnant of body 
language, evidence of the communication and contact that once took place. 
For a split second, it seems that if we could decipher the emotional patterns 
and tell the story behind the apparently tormented faces and silencing 
gesture, we would fathom a significance that touches upon the very secret of 
life.  

 
But the manner in which Genevieve Cadieux utilizes the photographic 
medium (usually a photo-based installation) deflects us from the secret. This 
is a dream narrative rather than one of reality or drama. As in her previous 
works, Cadieux endeavors to express another, meditative state of 
consciousness, as if a story hangs in the air, experienced through the 
characters and open to different readings. Working with actors (and mainly 
with her actress-sister) allows her to establish emotional distance, which 



renders the simulation twofold. Two screens divide what’s happening “here” in 
the photograph and that which happened in real “life.” It all started with the act 
of “acting”. The actors had reconstructed moments of pain and pleasure, 
according to strict directions, attempting to convey the inexpressible. Then 
came the act of photography that represents this acting, and in between there 
was, obviously, the artist’s “editing” – the sorting, selection, deletion, a long 
line of avoidances, ascetic reduction, cleanup, cutting and precision which 
convey the details yet leave something for the imagination – a shadow of 
mystery, an un-deciphered matter, the loose ends of a relationship.  

 
Concurrent with Vague/Wave, Cadieux began work on a video piece featuring 
the same actors. She drew her inspiration from Marguerite Duras’ 1986 
novella, The Malady of Death, a fantasy about a man who invites a beautiful 
young woman to a seaside hotel room. He pays her in advance for several 
nights to let him use her body. As she sleeps, he lies awake, staring at her 
body as if it were a corpse. He probes the minute occurrences on her skin 
while she dreams and clinically explores the organs before him as if in a lab. 
The woman notices his tormented soul and pinpoints the cause: he is 
suffering from the malady of death. She tells him that he lives with death and 
will “probably die of death” (the inability to feel, to love). They talk, and he 
questions her about the emotion of love. Throughout the novel, the sound of 
waves blends with his weeping. At the end of the book Duras offers 
instructions for staging The Malady of Death: the woman should lie naked on 
white sheets in the middle of the stage. The narrator will walk back and forth 
around her, telling the story. The protagonist, the sick man, is not visible to the 
audience, and only the woman will recite her text from memory. Both actors 
should speak as if they were reading the text in separate rooms, isolated from 
one another. “There should be a blackout when she disappears,” Duras adds, 
“and when the light comes up again, there is nothing left but the white sheets 
in the middle of the stage and the sound of the sea surging in through the 
black door.”  

 
The blank photograph in Cadieux’s work, the one that absorbs the viewer’s 
thoughts, thus resonates with the white sheets that remain on stage in Duras’ 
imagined dramatization. This motif (the absent-present) recurs in her works as 
a principal installation strategy aimed at focusing the viewer’s eye on some 
blind field, a sponge-trap that is supposed to absorb his/her state-of-mind. 
This was the function of the cracked and tarnished mirror in A fleur de 
peau (On Edge) (1987) and that of the transparent glass in Broken Memory, 
executed for the Tate Gallery’s New Art Now Room (1995).  

 
Those who are familiar with Cadieux’s better-known works may see the 
current work as a deviation because of its dominant narrative suggestion. 
However, a close examination of her oeuvre indicates two channels of 
expression that have evolved concurrently – the dramatic-narrative and the 
indexical-symbolic (the close-ups). In an early piece, Voices of Reason, 
Voices of Madness (1983), Cadieux blended images of a tormented face with 
sound. This is the work in which the young woman, the artist’s sister, made 
her debut. Although was no representation of a human body in Broken 
Memory, the sound coming out of the speakers in the glass sarcophagus 



provided the narrative: transitions from heartbreaking sobs to desperate 
lamentation.  

 
Still, the two previous works that most directly connect to the present one, in 
the sense of representing human/female suffering through body language, are 
Hear Me With Your Eyes (1989) and Elle & Lui (She and Him) (1997). Her 
sister is featured in the two works, and in both cases the story is experienced 
through physical gestures and expressions. Hear Me with Your Eyes consists 
of three photographs. One, in black-and-white (a still from a film she made), 
shows a half-profile view of a woman, her eyes shut and her face expressing 
the range of emotions from sorrow, compassion, and grief to wild pleasure 
and extreme passion. The second photograph presents a close-up of the 
same face, this time in color. And the third is an enlarged detail of the lips in 
black-and-white. Here, too, Cadieux emphasized the intensity of the intimate 
moment’s exposure. The installation and transition from a state of close-up to 
a more extreme close-up (incidentally, the photographs were taken ten years 
apart, and the face grew older) contributed to the narrative’s depth, although 
not in a linear sense. The title of the work alludes to one’s ability to sense the 
suffering of another, to live inside his/her skin. The phrase is taken from a 
poem written in the seventeenth century by Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, a 
Mexican nun who had expressed unconventional ideas regarding the 
legitimization of human suffering (“One must let sorrow emerge in full 
clamour”).  

 
Elle & Lui consists of two pairs of monumental color prints, each juxtaposing a 
man and a woman. The first diptych shows a woman in a green velvet jacket, 
her pensive gaze directed sideways toward something the viewer cannot see, 
as if she were avoiding direct eye contact. Opposite her is a photograph of a 
bald, unshaven man, his eyes lowered and his arms behind his back. The 
man’s hand, in a reconciled gesture, has penetrated into the woman’s frame, 
whereas the woman’s hand, in a questioning gesture, has penetrated into the 
man’s frame. The same figures are seen in the second diptych, too, but there 
the body language echoes some kind of drama that transpired between them: 
the man seems more nervous, his hand penetrates into the woman’s frame at 
a sharp angle, with fingers spread out in gesture that suggests blame. The 
woman appears more vulnerable and fragile. Her distant gaze transmits insult 
or possibly arrogance or scorn. The conversation, the relationship, the quarrel 
which took place is communicated through body parts that invade the other’s 
space, like a play of hands in a dialogue of the deaf.  

 
Body language also is present in the parallel and more familiar channel of 
expression in Cadieux’s work (the symbolic-indexial), though in a different 
manner. The microscopic, inquisitive close-ups of scars, bruises, freckles, 
wrinkles, skin creases, injuries, black-and-blue marks, birthmarks, wounds 
and skin pores on the enlarged organs are voiceless yet expressive in their 
bareness and in the sense of vulnerability they transmit. The story they tell is 
not one of relationships but of pain in the most profound sense, a story of an 
entire life that has been engraved on the skin. Occurrences and 
transformations (not only accidents, acts of violence, illnesses, old age but 
also emotional undulations) have left their marks on the body, branding it. 



Reactions such as shivering, blushing, rashes, or sweating are external 
expressions for emotional experiences. In this sense, the skin is a means of 
communication, a language between the external and the internal, an index. A 
black-and-blue mark, for example, is a clear sign of violence. A scar is always 
associated with a crucial moment in a person’s life. By intensifying the 
signifiers of pain Cadieux endeavors to trigger the narrative, to represent a 
body that is, in fact, a battlefield, a scene of dramatic events. Unlike the 
Cadieux works that belong to the narrative channel, where one could see an 
intact body standing homogenous in space, her close-up pieces (the 
fragmentation and enlargement) show us a body-landscape that seems to 
have escaped its boundaries, divided into infinite elusive, fluid entities. It is a 
fractured body that has lost its ability to lure.  

 
These works received diverse and fascinating interpretations. Cadieux’s 
preoccupation with female/human suffering was tied to the feminist discourse 
about making the woman’s voice heard (the sob, the cry), a voice that has 
been blocked, muted throughout the long history of women’s representations 
in patriarchal culture. The encounter between the kiss motif and the scar (in 
works such as Memory Gap: The Unexpected Beauty [1988]; The 
Kiss [presented in the Canadian Pavilion of the 1990 Venice Biennale]; or La 
Felure au choeur des corps [1990]) was perceived as an encounter between 
Eros and Thanatos, between sex and death, as part of an iconography of a 
sick, wounded body, pained in the age of AIDS. In the same vein, one may 
link the preoccupation with the epidermis layer protecting the body from 
penetration (of germs, dirt) to Julia Kristeva’s theory of the abject. The mouth 
and eyes are orifices that allow us to sense as well as suffer. Cadieux takes 
this idea of partitioning between the surface (the external texture of things) 
and the subcutaneous occurrences of flesh tissues to an extreme. 

 
The fragmentation of body parts, their isolation and enlargement, the 
cinematographic proportions, the transition from black-and-white to color, as 
well as the work on a photographic sequence and the cinematic perception of 
space are essential to Cadieux’s affinity with the cinematic medium. Even the 
banal kiss motif comes from the cinema. In this context, it is interesting to 
examine the affinities and differences between the kiss-and-scar close-ups 
and the pornographic image. The Slovenian scholar Slavoj Žižek defined 
pornography as a medium that hides nothing and shows all, as an “objective” 
camera that presents things as they are. Žižek referred to the mysterious-less 
“pornographic transparency” as an optimal state of total exposure. In 
pornography, the human body is handled in a state of pure presence, with all 
its components made equally visible. The face usually transmits a hollow, 
direct, and glazed look, which comes through even when the woman’s eyes 
are shut. According to Žižek, pornography always goes “all the way”, always 
one step too far, thus missing the erotic element. The image we see on 
screen contains no lofty mysterious blank that we must fill and that thereby 
reflects back upon us.  

 
By contrast, a thin thread of mystery always runs through Cadieux’s work. 
She seems intentionally to focus precisely on that “blank” (or “blind field” to 
use Roland Barthes’s term), on that mysterious spot that reflects back upon 



us. The kiss close-ups remind me of Georges Bataille’s texts on sexuality. 
According to Bataille, it is sexuality that allows the body to express its violent 
aspect. In its radical form, sexuality is defined as a place where and a 
moment when the body is torn. Literally speaking, the tearing of the body 
leads to self-maiming, and it appears at the climax of jouissance, hence the 
chaos of sexuality, which tears the body, the language, the utterance. 
Sexuality bears violence to the point of madness, to the point of death.  

 
Nonetheless, it seems that the most beautiful and succinct metaphor for 
Cadieux’s work was provided by the artist herself, when she explained the 
way in which her photographic practice, as a language, corresponds to her 
subject matter (i.e., body language): “I have treated the skin,” she said, “as a 
sensitive surface which registers the marks made by time in the same way as 
photographic emulsion, which holds the image – or the image as luminous 
wound on the emulsion.” Just as photography captures a specific, intimate 
moment in a person’s life, registering it on film, thus preserving it forever, so 
the skin/body absorbs, like a sensitive surface, like an emulsion, the 
memories and sights of life. Genevieve Cadieux works with the photographic 
medium with a full and profound understanding of its essence, while inverting 
the mimetic, pseudo-objective qualities inherent in it. For her, the camera is a 
means to understand the world as well as the soul. Her personal, intimate 
insights are conveyed in her works like as poetry that must be read with the 
feelers of the soul, with closed eyes. Only then can these insights become 
embodied in our own emotional consciousness and stab us straight in the 
heart. 

 
 
 

Translation: Daria Kassovsky 

 


